
Fig. 1: Tango with Cows by Vasily Kamensky, 1914. Cover.

Fig. 2: A Game in Hell by Velimir Khlebnikov and Aleksei Kruchenykh with 
images by Natalia Goncharova. Leaf 7.

Typographic Decisions
an Essay by Daniel Mellis

Vasily Kamensky’s , published in Moscow 

book’s poems have a prominent visual form created entirely 
with type and the most experimental works in the book—the 

Although the book’s typography can be overwhel

step unpacking of the production decisions made by 

and cheaper to produce visual poems with transfer litho

Aleksei Kruchenykh, his fellow Russian Futurist, to print 

paper to be transferred to a stone or plate for lithographic 

a skilled craftsman to carefully assemble metal type into 

ting the book with metal type in contemporary typefa
ces may have seemed more modern, although lithography 



Once Kamensky had decided on the printing method, the 
next decision was to choose the book’s printer: N.M. Yakov-

the design to the shop’s typefaces as well as the skill and 
cooperation of its typesetter. It appears that the shop was a 
small one; it does not appear in directories of Moscow prin-

eight other items printed by Yakovlev, of which six were 

that the book was typeset with almost every available font of 
type in the shop, but not with any of the available Art Nou-
veau ornament. I doubt that Kamensky chose the printer 
based on his typographic resources, but rather for its pricing 
and willingness to typeset such an outlandish publication.

The next set of decisions were made not by Kamensky but 

from the typefaces used in his extant publications, the shop 
had essentially one sans-serif typeface, Akzidenz Gro-
tesk, and one serifed, Lateinisch, in a range of sizes and 
styles, along with eight decorative display faces. This mo-

-

were used for advertising or display, never for literary texts. 



Here it is interesting to note that these designs all origi-
nated in the Latin alphabet, so the state of Russian manu-

-

-

-

-
-

-

-

in the , also from 

Two examples of this principle of least action are shown 
-

-



The line’s thirty-eight characters were set from nineteen 
fonts of type in seven sizes ranging from eight to twenty-
eight points. The use of multiple sizes of type in the same 

above and below the letters with spacing or leading, but 
as can be seen in the image, most of the type is placed at 
the bottom or top of the line which saved the typesetter 
the trouble of placing spacing material on both sides. The 
typesetter here would never have used so many sizes and 

The poem “Telephone” is full of negotiations between 

demanding this technique is and the resonance of visual 
form and meaning. Similarly, the overturned “O” in “Pro-

says in a later memoir that it was meant to represent a 

However, the composition as a whole shows how the 
affordances of metal type led the typesetter to simplify 
the design. The poem is typeset in horizontal bands, and 

-

has mingled lines together within the same horizontal, 

-
rience of telephony. But the typesetter was not able or 
willing to integrate band nine with seven and eight and 
this resulted in the somewhat incongruous white space in 
the middle of the poem.



Fig.11: “Constantinople” in Tango with Cows by Vasily Kamensky, 1914. Leaf 10. 

The ferroconcrete poems are more typographically ex-

and three of the styles do not appear in any of the other 

-

it appeared as a stand-alone broadside as early as Janua-

-
-

-

-
-

-
ding the pages into compartments are printed from strips 



Fig. 12:“Constantinople” in Tango with Cows by Vasi-
ly Kamensky, 1914. Leaf 13.

Fig. 15: Letterpress poster for the Strepetov 
Circus.  Fig. 14: Lithographic poster for Kal‘fa Bro-

thers cigarettes. 

Fig. 13: Cine-Phono, December 21, 1913. Page 
71.

The most complicated poem is “Cabaret Zon,” which has 
only three main compartments with relatively unstruc-
tured interiors and has the only example of diagonal type 

marked horizontality of the ferroconcrete poems can be 
seen in comparison to advertising in contemporary movie 
magazines, with bigger budgets and more highly skilled 

These ads also demonstrate how Kamensky and his type-

Typographic ads and posters used novelty and variety in 
their choice of types and in their arrangement on the page 

typography was not just decorative but also functional; 
it presented hierarchically structured information rather 

-
te poems, posters often featured discrete modules of type 

-
kitin Circus” may have been directly inspired by a circus 

-
siastic embrace of display typefaces and in the non-linea-

still highly constrained both by its cultural context and 


